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GLOBAL PRESENCE 
Foreword 

Americans have witnessed momentous changes during the past 3 everal years-
changes few anticipated would occur as quickly as they did. In turn. America's Air 

Fcrce changed. 

:n 1991., we took tough steps to design a credible fighting force for today and for 
Ji future. Now, we stand on the threshold of our next major challenge: 
:eccnzepaolizing str a tesr.y. 

With the Cold War solidly behind us, we must examine the emerging 
imemational security environment and how we play in. it. The preparation of this 
Global Pnasence paper is a first step in meeting this challenge. 

The  white paper proposes a new logic for America'splasence strategy. It 

expand 3  traditional conceptions of  military' presence to include not only the 

"physical" merits of air, land, and sea forces, but also the -"virtual advantage obtained 
with space forces and information-based capabilities_ I: :also acknowledges the vital 
role of techno!ogical innovation in the strategy formulation process. 

With Global Presence we have a unique cpportimity to reconsider presence in 
light of new security. technolcgy. and budget considerations. Indeed, these new 
considerations ccinTel a fresh strategic approach to this common ,:ore mission. 
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Introduction 

.As America approaches the next century: we fa.ce both an uncertain world and. a 

promising future_ Our Challenge,. as a Service and. a.s nation,. is to sustain that 
promise and secure the :Allure_ 

:u the years to come, America's military will continue to play a pivotal role_ That 
role will be a stabilizin.g one, foi.m.d.ed on tine shared principles and -traditions of all the 
Sen7icer,.. Increased cooperation the cornerstone for success. 

'The primary responsibility of America's military is to deter potential adversaries 
or fight and win wars decisively To improve the way we do business_ we must 

reconsider dais core responsibility in terms of holy _America's military forces actually 

project power. 

At the foundation of thi,.; approach is power projection. Power projection is a 
means to influence actors or affec-t situations or events in America's national interest. 
It has two components: wmfighting and. pneserice. Wevfighting is the di:ect use of 
military force to compel an adversary Prasence :is the posturing of military capability 
includiaE nonbeLligerent applications, andlor the leveraging of info:illation to deter or 
compe: an actor or affect a situation. A sound national militan,- saate.E.7,-- depends on 
coherent warfighting and presence- strategies. 

Climges in the international security environment. advances, in teclmology, and 
:eductions in America's military force structure requite a fresh consideration of 
America 's prezeice strategy. 



This document provides a reconceptaalization. of presence. h expands traditional 
notions of ptesence to con-espond with the emerging international security picture and 
to match current and fatui-e applications. 

Global Presence: A New .4pproach 

America's approach to evolxring national security concerns has changed. over the 
years to meet the needs of a shifting geopolitical environment. 

During th.e Cold I.Var. Aineri 	vital national interests seemed to be more ea.sily 
er;efined. Our nation faced a monolithic threat to its national security and our political 
and in:litary leaders were able to contain and counter that threat with effective 
qrategies for ensuring America's seem*. Forward defense was a key component of 

oul containment strategy a.nd amounted to what today is.. called presence_ 

The -.hrast of fOrwald defense was to deter potential aggressors, and if diat failed. 
to engage those aggressors' forces close to their borders. halting and repelling. the 
aggression_ .As such, pmsence equated to and wa.s. assured. by bi-po:ar a:liances, heavy 
overseas troop commitments, frequent political and military-to-military interaction 
with America's allies, and the continual courting of "on-the-fence" nations.. In Sho:rt, 
part of Amenicals Cold War strategv was. "being there." It was a strategy :most 
Americans under.stood. 

As the 1980s ended. and the Cold War sub 3 ided. tlae 	for the tradit °nal definition 
ofpresence began to dissolve. America moved e-ona the Cold Ts:Voir' bi-polar arangement 
toward what was perceived to be a new, 	threatening pc:ideal envi:onment. As 
.forward defense 	lost its rationale. 	lo 	ird presence 	and 
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overseas presence emeTect. 	:zo-21 cif each WaS to assure A.merica's allies of our 
nation's cc:mimed. commitmi-nt :c their ,.;ecurity while responding to the reality of the 
decreasing threa: to America's national existence. 

Today, the global international s-y--,tem ha,i. become a more diverse panorama of 
politica:, military, and economic concerns confronting the United. States_ 
Consequently it is more difficult to achieve consensus on what America.us consider 

national iri:erests. Deulite 
this. America's raili:ar.;- forces are 
US Air Forces in Europe involved 
in more operations of greater 
du:ation th2n  at any time in the 
past 20 ye-ars-, and, these operations 
have been conducted with 25 
percent of the total force and-40 
percent fewer forward deployed 
forces than the Services po3sessed 
in. 1989. 

:11 the face of increasing demands on U.S. military forces, smaller force 
structures, and shrinking defense budgets, we canna longer afford to physically 
deploy forces in every region of conoarn. 

Concurrent with changes in the international 3eCUlily enviromnent are significant 
advances in teclmology, most notably information tedmologies. The ability to create, 
disseminate, access, and manipulate Mform.ation for one's own 
ends and to conirol information available to compe:itors or adversaries produces a 



potential for decisive advantage. Much as the introduction of the airplan.e moved 113 

into the three-dimensional battlefield; information teChnologies lead us to consider the 

potential of operations in a four-dimensional, virtual bartlespace. This batriespace is 
not defined in terms of traditional. centralized. geopolitical boundaries, but in terms of 
a decentralized, global web of networks_ As a result, we must examine new methods 

of characterizing the threat - including the use of technology-based analysis - and 
determine appropriate responses. 

To use an analogy, during the Cold War, Ai/lei-lamas idie a cop permanently guarding 
the door of every ba.uk around the globe. Changes in the security environment cou.pled 

with technological improvements and force reductions altered America's need to continue 
in. this role. Hence, America replaced "the cop on the beat" with "video monitoring and 
alarm syst ems" linked !o j o military capabilities 

that can be brought to bear whereve: and wliene1.7er necessary. This 
'monitoring and alarm neti.vork C011S1SL3 ;:pace-based and. ail--breathing platform 
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sensor-3 and other information-gathering: 3-ystems_ In most instance, :information, 

combined with forces that ca.0 rapidly respond with the right mix of ca.pabilities, can 
achieve U.S. goals. On occasion. information alone 	be enough to attain U.S.. 
objectives. Of course... in some regions of the world a pl-n,:sical presence is imperative; 
however, there ma:sr be circumstances when such a presence is counterproductive. lu 
instances where a physical presence is not preferred.. information capabilities provide 
America the option to visit the "bank' as often as it xvishes to check 'the integrity- of 
the rzYS7e111. 

In :an environment 
influenced by so many 
variables, how should 
America best pursue the 
continuing need for 

presence? One way is 
through Glob:al Presence. 

Global Pmsence 

expand.s the d.eftnition of 
presence to include the 
advantages of ph)sical and virtual means. Global Presence considers the full range of 
potential activities from the physical interaction of military- forces to the virtual 
interaction achieved with America's infonuation based capabilities. 

Fundamentals of Global Presence 

Three tenets are key to moving beyond traditional conceptions ofpresence: 



• All military forces can exertpresence: 

• Forces have unique attributes. that affect the scope and. quality of -.he pyese.-i,ce 
they exert and complement each other when appropriately applied: and 

• Technological advances are. enhancing -the contributions of inilitan,- forces -..a 
presence missions. 

Military Forces Can Evert Presence 

The suitability of forces to exertimsence is conditional. The task is to match the 

right combination of capabilities to achieve the desired objective. For forces to exert 
presence, the actors we wish to infhience mils.: understand :hat we: 

• Have .national interests inT.Tolved; 

• Have the political vi-ill to support or defend those interests: 

• Can monitor and a.ssess their actions accordingly; and 

• Have sufficient force to achieve our objectives. 

Without fulfilling these four conchtions, militan: forces are not likely to influence 
an actor. 

U.S. efforts :o persuade Israel not to respond to Iraqi Scud. attacks during the Persian 
Gulf War can help illustrate these condi:ions. America's objective was to 
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preserve the political and milita.ry coalition opposing Iraq. To accomplish this 
objective, the U.S. had to satisfy the four conditions mentoned. above. 

First, to ensure Israel understood and appreciated ....-kinerican interests, which 
in.cluded Israeli security, the U.S.. Deput,,. Secretffly of State and Under Secretzy of 
Defense for Policy delivered personal a t;surances from the President of the United. 
States. to the Israeli Prime Minister. The:reciter, the Department of Defense 
established a secure 
commimication link with the 
Isra.eli Ministry of Defense to 

enable immediate and. frequent 
contact between U.S. and 
Israeli officials. 

Second, to ensure Israel 
understood America intended 
to support those interests,. the 
President ordered the 
immediate tramfer of two 
Pauict air defense 

batteries. to Israel and t e training of Israeli crews for their operation. 

Third, to assure Israel that- America conkl monitor and assess activities 
throu ghout the region, the U.S. provided. near-real-time warning of Iraqi Scud. missile 
attacks on Israel. Near-real-time warning offered the Israeli populace as. much. as five 
minutes to take Shelter before missile inipact. 

Fourth, to a,ssure the Isra.eli leadership that America had sufficient force to aChieve 
its objectives, the President offered four additional Patriot batteries to be 



operated by U.S. troops. Likewise. 1..7.S. Central Command devoted a substantial 
ammmt of its air; space. and. special operations assets to combat the Scud threat. 

In this instance. America succeeded by ensuring U.S. objectives were clearly 
understood, by demon:tiring U.S_ commitment to Israelis sectuity, and by 
coordinating a common response to the crisis. Space-based assets aided this response. 
and -were part of the process that included all four conditions for exerting presence. 
These four conditions are enduring requirements; guiding America's political a.ud 
military leaders when considering presence operations. Because every operation  is 
fun.damentally different. political and military leaders should choose forces with the 
attributes each case wanrants. 

Military Forces Emphasize Different Attributes 

Anierica's 	for:r.es emphasize: different attributes based on the medium in 
which they operate. These att:ibutes magnify a :beater ei:1:21111and. e: ability to exert 
presence iu. acc ordmoe 1.v;th the 07-int-Vies ofwar_ The7 also enable theater 
commanders to deveki: alten:ative joint force packages.. These attributes include: 

Responsiveness-the ability to arrive quickly where 'needed; 

Persistence-th.e ability' to maintain or adjust operational tempos over an 
extend.ed period of time: 
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• Flexibility (versatility)-the ability to cond..2-Lu-e fccee-] fbr a pa7ic-ular r,et 
conditions 

▪ Sunrivabiliry-the ability to limit risk 3 v..hen employing forces; and 

▪ Econom7,--the ability- to efficiently allocate resources required to deploy and_ 
employ capabilities. 

tl:e proper alternative joint force package depends on muuerous 
factors. beginning with an a.ssesment of national security objectives. 	example of 
this can be drawn. from the situation in Kuwait in 1994. 

'The possibility of a 
resurgent Lraqi threat poses a 
serious danp.:.er to the rezi on 
stability and Air_eri 
interests in the 	ian Gt.lf 
This required more than just a 
physical presence.. it required. 

a Global Presence, combined 
with diplomatic initiatives, rc, 
contain Iraqi adventurism. 
When Iraq mobilized a 
significant ground force near 
Kuwait's border, the U.S. quickly :responded with Operation VIGILANT I.T..".A.PRIOR. 
On sh.ort notice, air and. ground forces deployed from the U.S. to Saudi Arabia and 

Kuwait to deter nictusions into tliese territories. Likewise, na7.-al fortes mcved from 
the Mediterranean Sea and Indian. Ocean into the Persian Gtilf Space forces. and otlaer 
infonnation-bv,.:±d cical*_lities. enabled air, gromi.d. and 
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naval force operations and provided _American, coahtion. and other world leaders a 

1.vindow tluough which they 	monitor, assess, and. with a variety of niems, 
attempt to manipulate behaviors. Concurrently, global media °overage of America's 
militarc mobilization and deploymen: presented. Sad.dam Hussein and the world with 

an unmistakable statement of U.S. intentions andresolve. In this case, U.S. efforts 

capitgized upon the co:mplementary attributes of air, ground, sea, and space forces to 

successfully secure U.S. cbjectives. In the future, when demonstrating simihr resolve, 
our nation's leaders wild benefit from forms increasingly influenced by technological 
iimovations. 

Technological Innovations Enhance U.S. Abilkr to 
Exert Presence 

Teclmological ad.vances enhance the i-ole of all military forces in exerting 

presence. Improvements in three specific areas enable forces to influence with less 

politica.: and military risk: 

• Situational Awaivness: Advances in information-based technologies allow 

militar3r &ices to, monitor and assess most global condidons rapidly a.ud. 
efficiently; 

• Strategic Agility: Improvements in mansport technologies enable rapid 

responses with a variew of military forces to dista.ut loc rims: and 

• Lethaliv: Enhancements in weapon system technologies make it possible 
to achieve desired effects more quickly and at less cost_ 
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Situational awffeness results from advances in information-based technologies 
that allow military forces to monitor and. assess global conditions rapidly and 

efficiently. This is more than hitChing a :ride on the infcrrnation highway. Political and 

military leaders have come to depend upon advances in space-based and air-breathing 

:platform sensors and other infoimation-based systems deployed around the globe. 
These forces are an increasingly vital component of national:policy implementation. 
Far example:. these capabilitiet were critically :important during 1994. when 

detemaining and executing appropriate responses to events in Korea, Iraq. Bosnia., 
Scmalia, Rwanda„. and Haiti. 

Situational awareness gives Am.erica the ability to anticipate crEe,.. : and p:repare 

appropriate responses tc them. Improvements in space-based and airtre.atliing 

:platform sensors and infonnaticn-based systems :in the coming years will -Ain 
th.e situational aitaTo 	of military leaders and military forces e all 

echelons. Today, situational awareness improves our ability to generate military 
options before crises erupt. Once the use of railitarv capabilities is necessary, th.e fall 

:range of recent technological advances co:mes into -play. 

Improvements in 
tansport technologies enabk 

the United Sntes to respond 
rapidly to national seculit7,.- 

concerns anywhere in t::..e 

i.vorld with a variety 

-military capabilities. 

strategic agility.lkith 
strategic agikty, 

forces can operate 
unconstrained by geograpli:_. 

barriers and can 



reach 100 percent of the world's population_ We gain strategic agility with such 
national assets as our air mobility fleet, -that is, our airlift and air refueling forces.. 
W.Then. these assets are combined with Aimy Civil Affairs units, for instance, air 
mobility becomes a. means for demonstrating U.S. benevolence. When combined with 
the 82d Airborne. air mobility becomes a mea.us for demonstrating T.J.S_ resolve. 

Strategic agiiit)..' also 
gives us the ability to anchor 
forces in one Ia.:a:ion auul 
rapidly swing Lem, if needed, 
to other locaicm. This 
enables military forces, far 
removed from any target, to 
deliver aid or combat 
capabilities within minutes or 
hours of a national decision -to 
act_ 

Prthancements in weapon systems and related technologies make it possille to 
achieve d.esired effects more quiCkly and at less cost_ For example,. Gulf War Air 
Powey S'itrosy analysis revealed precision munitions were 12 times more effiective 
-Ian non-precision munitions." As a res-ult, air forces mioinii7ed their exposure to 

enemy defenses and experienced significantly fevcer aircraft losses. At the same time, 
:he use of precision weapons significantly decreased collateral damage_ When. 
combined with the advantages of stealth techn.ologies, precision munitions 

'CAW Atr Pew" Survsy, 	Washingion 	U S. GaTcramset Pnzekg Office_ 1993, papas 3/2-353. 
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become even mo.re potent. Consequently, :increased lethalio! enable Amen.ca to 
timintain a credible deterrent threat with a reduced force structure. 

The synergistic benefits achieved When combining situatio.rial awareness and 
strategic agility with lethality allow America to consider a wide range of aii:itary 
responses to worldwide- circumstances_ These capabilities, inherent :in our i.varfiehting 
forces (forces that possess the attributes of responsiveness, persistence, flexibility, 
survivability,. _and. economy) form the cornerstone of Global Presence. 

Presence Is a Team Effort 

America's military Services have always fought as a team.. Goldwa,TerNichols 
legislation codified jointness and recent historical trends have reinforced this concept. 
Today, few would dispute the efficacy of :oitit warfrgitting. which DESERT STORM 
clearly validated. 

Like warftghting, pmence is a te_am effort. Just as theater commander::: 
their wenfighting requirements, they have the responsibility to determine pivsence 
requirements as viten. As such. they must retain access to the military means that 
enable them to obtain the balance of forces and capabilities needed to exert presence. 
Global Presence facilitates that process. 

Global F'resence acknowledges that all military capabilities contribute ta presence 
with physical and virtual means. 



SUM ill a ry 

1.Vhether forces operate globally or :from forward areas,. they operate as a team. 
Together, they offer _A.merica's leadership a mechatai--za for modulating responses to 
global, regional, or local situations to achieve national objectives 1.vhile controlling 
risk. Global Presence acimowledges this interdependency_ It reconce.ptualizes 
presence to correspond with the emerging nate:national security picture and. expands 

presence to match current and thrum applica:ions. 

Today. America s 
military forces are more 
mobile. mcre lethal, anct more 
omnipresent than ever before_ 
These features enhanoe 
-3-adi-.icna.1 conceptions of 
military presence by allowing 
rheater commanders to 
einploi,,- the advantages ofall 
military options. forces, and 

As we peer into the fliture. we should. xriew Global Presence as one route the 
Services can take to achieve cur country's ever evolving national security- objectives. 
We in the military possess the means, physical and virtual, to provide Anierica 
continuous awareness of world events and a force capable of projectin.g military 
poi.yer worldwide, in mimites or hours, with little or no warning In so doing, we 
accomplish our responsibility to our civilian leadership and the American people to 
deter porential ad.versaries or fight and win wars deci,:ively. 


